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A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR COMPUTING FLUID FLOW ON A SPHERE
ABSTRACT
The mathematical analysis begins with the primitive hydrodynamic 
equations of fluid flow (incorporating geopotential). Upon making 
some standard approximations the shallow water equations are obtained. 
To avoid problems with discontinuities in spherical coordinates we 
exploit the natural imbedding of the sphere into three (3) space 
and use cartesian coordinates A, B, C, and pressure coordinate D.
These equations are subjected to Legendre Expansions in the spirit 
of spectral analysis, resulting in linear differential equations in 
time. The equations are then grouped into a form which will lend 
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This thesis deals with the motion of isolated systems of fluids on 
a rotating sphere. The point of origin is the equations of fluid motion 
due to Euler. They are as follows.
Newton*s Law:
fext * = P ^  = P ( |  + ^ )  , (0.1)
where P is the pressure, p is the density, V is the velocity and Fext 
is the sum of the non-pressure forces at each point in the fluid.
Conservation of Mass:
pV-V = - = - tf-vp + |fi) (0.2)
Equation of State:
f(P,S,p) = 0, (0.3)
where S is the entropy and f is a function particular to the fluid. 
Conservation of Entropy:
^ | = 0  (0.4)Uu
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These four equations, the Eulerian equations of fluid motion,
are presumed to form a complete set of equations in the non-
relativistic case for the four variables P. p, V and S if F  ̂ and’ ext
f are given. However, the system has only been solved under certain
highly restricted assumptions.
In Chapter 1, we outline a method, which is a variation of one
first suggested by Laplace [10], for finding approximate solutions to the
Eulerian equations which govern the motion of an incompressible fluid
which thinly covers a rotating globe. More recently Swarztrauber [14]
has suggested a numerical method to solve these equations which takes
advantage of spectral approximation in Cartesian coordinates. In this
method, a coordinate transformation from spherical to local gravity
coordinates is performed. (These coordinates are locally Cartesian.)
In Chapters 2 and 3, we explain this method as it applies to our model.
The motivation for this approach is three-fold. First, the
customary smoothing or alternate special handling of the ’’pole problem”
in spherical coordinates is avoided. Second, the time step necessary
for stability in terms of numerical integration is of order 1/n in
2Cartesian coordinates compared to order 1/n in spherical coordinates 
(n is the number of terms in the spectral approximation). Lastly, the 
accuuracy of a spectral approximation is generally better than that of 
a finite difference approximation on the sphere.
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CHAPTER 1
As indicated in the introduction, Newton’s Law (0.1), conservation 
of mass (0.2), the equation of state (0.3) and the entropy equation (0.4) 
form a complete set of equations describing the motion of a fluid in 
the non-relativistic case. Unfortunately, at the present time, no 
method of solution of this system of equations is known.
As early as 1775, Laplace and others [10] recognized that there 
were simpler systems of equations whose solutions closely approximated 
the solutions of the Euler Equations for short time periods and under 
certain highly restrictive and idealized assumptions (for example, one 
might assume that the density p of the fluid remains a constant). With 
the advent of large scale computers, it has become possible to solve a 
few of these approximating systems to a high level of accuracy.
In this chapter, we give a development of one such approximating 
system of equations, called the Shallow Water Equations, in such a way 
as to enable an estimate of the error in the approximate solution.
We start with certain simplifying assumptions.
F = - VP - pg (1.1)
where g is the force per unit mass due to gravity. This says that the 
only forces are due to pressure and gravity and ignores such body forces 
as stress (see [18]).
We also assume that the fluid is incompressible.
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d£ =
dt = 0 (1.2)




= - VP - pg
If we wish to describe the motion of a fluid governed by the system 
of equations (1.3) but observed from a coordinate system rotating with a 





VP - pg - pit) x (2 x r) 9 r * 3t
where r is the coordinate vector of each point.
The term pu) x (u) x r) is a force-like term. Since any particle 
at rest in the rotating coordinate system will experience this term as 
a force, one defines the effective gravitational acceleration





= - VP - _ -» 9r pge - 2pio x ^
-> 9rThe term 2pu) x —  is the Coriolis force which acts only on particles 
in motion relative to the rotating coordinate system.
We shall assume that the fluid whose motion we wish to determine 
lies above the surface of a rotating solid body whose shape is determined 
by the fact that its surface is normal to the effective gravitational 
acceleration at each point. Under this assumption, the shape is 
known to be an oblate spheroid [18]. For this reason, we choose a set 
(P> q> 0) °f orthogonal spheroidal coordinates such that ui = (see 
[5] and Appendix 1) and given by the equations
x = f(p,q) cos(J), y = f(p,q) sin<J), z = h(p,q)
where <{> is longitude and the functions f and h are defined so that the 
effective force of gravity gg (see Appendix 2) depends only on p and 
is normal to the surfaces p = constant at each point.
If we define the variables (the subscript denotes partial differ­
entiation)
k = (f2 + h2)^ , M = (f2 + h2)3* , v = f , p p q q
the system (1.5) becomes in component form (see Appendix 1. Numerical 
subscripts 1, 2, 3 denote the coordinates p, q, (j), respectively; E^, 
E^, Eg are unit vectors in the 1,2, 3 directions, respectively;
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1 8(vpw) 1 8 (Avu) 8v _ n
Ap 8p Ap 8q 8(j)
- —r—  P - pg ‘ 2p(ui X ?.)•?- = pCy w + - w  + - w A p Ke>e t 1 K A p p q V 4>
p 0 v . AIp 2 p 2 , q . -v" -f U ” V + WU + W^JpA vA pA tJ
-7- P - 2p(u) X r )‘]L = 0(7 u + — u + — u . t-i s\M q t' 2 KVA p p q v (J) (1.6)
A 0 v 0 pq 2 q 2 . rp , x - — 1 v + 7t WU + Ui.JAp vp Au
-7- P. - 2p(u) x r ) »E = p(y v + - v - v . V <J> t' 3 K A p p q V (J)
V v
— —^ UV — T-̂~ WV + V . )p\> A\>
We let = 2(u) x r )*E^, i = 1, 2, 3, be the components of the 
Coriolis force. We have (see Appendix 2)
f f f f
fj = -20 ^  v, f2 = -20 -j3 v, f3 = 20(^2 w + -3 U) (1.7)
when u) = fik.
We treat the system (1.6) as a boundary value problem, ignoring the 
initial values. The fluid has two boundaries: the lower boundary
is the surface of the solid body, which by assumption has the form 
p = R with R constant; the upper boundary is a free boundary, 
determined only by the extent of the fluid. At the lower boundary, we 
assume that the flow V is tangential to the boundary, i.e.,
w = 0 at p = R. (1 .8 )
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We make the simplifying assumption that the upper boundary can be 
expressed in terms of a function r)
p = n(q, t) + R (1.9)
where r) + R is defined as being the position of the zero pressure 
surface:
P(R + r|) = 0- (1.10)
From (1.9) we can derive an equation for the p-coordinate velocity
w = \pt = A(n qt + n A  + nt) d - n )
= \(n - + n* - + n.)■q |J '(J) V ltJ
^ ^ .- u n + - v n . + A n jj 'q v '(|) 't
at p = r) + R.
The next step is to expand all variables in a Taylor's series in
(p-R). In doing so, the following formulae will be helpful (f is an
tharbitrary function; [k] denotes the k partial derivative).
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Our strategy, in theory, will be to substitute the series 
expressions for all the dependent variables and then to equate coef­
ficients of like powers of (p-R). In fact, we concentrate only on the 
zeroth order terms, making an error whose magnitude can theoretically 
be estimated by Taylor's Remainder Theorem as being bounded above by
|fp(D (p - R)l < lfp(D nl
for the function f, where R < £ < r) + R. Clearly then, we need to have 
the functions involved to have relatively small first partials in p 
and we need to have r), the height of the fluid above the surface, small. 
This is the reason the system of equations we derive is called the 
Shallow Water Equations. The zero order terms in the system (1.6) yield:
^ (R) 
(a) WP (R) + $t) vlR)(vu)q(R) + mCR) u(R) + $ 1 1  V R) = 0
Md Cr) 2(b) -P (R) = pge(R)\(R) + pf1(R)\(R) - p(u(R))
v (R)
' vCR)~
(c) - P (R) = pf2(R)p(R) + pu(R)uq(R) + v(R)p(R) u^R)
- p(v(R)) + pp(R)ut(R)
(<J) - P^(R) = pf3(R)v(R) + p u(R)vq(R) + pv(R)v^(R)
v (R)
+ pu(R)v(R) + pv(R)vt(R)
(1.12)
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From (1.12(b)) we have the following Taylor's series for P:
Md O D  2
P(p) = P(R) + [-pge (R)\(R) - pfj(R)\(R) + pu (R)
pv2(R) (p-R)] + P [2](R) <p- ~ R) +
At p = R + rj, taking into account the boundary condition (1.9), 
this becomes:
Mn 0 0  o v (R) 9
P(R) = [pge(R)X(R) + pf1(R)A(R) - pu (R) + pvz(R)]n
2 3
- p£2](R) 5" - Pp (R) 37 - ••• (1-13)
Differentiating with respect to q and (J), we have
M_(R)
p (R) = - [pge(R)A.(R) + pfj(R)\(R) - nfey1 pu2(R)m (r )
V (R) a
+ v ( r T  pv (R)]nq - §5 (pge(R)X(R) + pfj(R)X(R)
Md (r) 2 w ff) 2
+ j i f e - p  ( R) + $ r T  pv ( R) ] n  +  • • •  ( 1 - 14)
md (r) 2- P (R) = - [pge (R)\(R) + pf1(R)\(R) - jjPgy- pu (R)
Vn (R) ? 3
+ - m )  <R> ] %  - h  ip8e(R)x(R)
md(r) 2 V R) 2




w (p) = wn (R) (P"R) + wp^(R) + ... (1.15)P P ^
Using (1.12(a) we get
w(p) =[- $fr $rt tr̂  00 ‘ p?srU(R) - $8 V R)] (p-r)
+ wJ;21(R) (p"R) + ... (1.16)P ^
Evaluating (1.16) at p = R + r), we have
_ , M R )  1 9(vu) \)(R) \(R)w(n+R) - t- m(:r) v(r) 3q (R) - m(r) u (r ) - v(R) v ^(r )] n
+ W [2](R) 2- + w^3l(R) 0^ + ... (1.17)p ^ p 3 •
Now we employ the boundary equation (1.11) on the lefthand side of 
(1.17):
u(R+n) nq + $ i ^ y  v(R+n)n<t»+ A(R+n)nt =
. n r _ M R ) _  M uu> fRi + Aq (R) 11(-R1 + M R )  v fR Hn p(R)v(R) 9q ( 3 n(R) ( ) u(R) v<j>(R)1
+ w^2](R) 0- + w P ](R) 0^ + ... (1.18)P Z p J .
Use the Taylor's series expansion of A, p, v, u and v to evaluate 
these variables at R + ■rj:
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2
MR) + V  (R)n + \ l 2] m  2
--------- 2------- 2----5 (u (r ) + u (R)n + u^ Q- + ...)nnf 21 n P P 2 q
m (r ) + m_(R)n + (R)?- +r r
+ (v(r) + . . . ] (v(R) + vp(R)r> +--*) % + (A(R) + Ap(R)n +
= . n r MR) a(vu) m  \ (R) fR. MR) v m
01 h (R)v (R) 9q (R) |J(R) u(R) v (R) v <J)(R)
+ w ^ ( R )  ^— + w ^  +wp w  2 p 3!
(1.19)
Rearrange equation (1.19):
m  U(R) nq + V(R)n0 + ^(R)nt + S )  ^ (R)
\(R)+ 1 sfco V R)
n\(R)
—  u(R) + terms involving higher powers of n*
(1.20)
From (1.12(c) and (d) and (1.14), we have
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f2(R)M(R) + u(R)u (R) + g g  V(R) u (R) . v2(r)
+ (j(R)ut(R) = - ge X(R)n - [f1(R)X(R)
H_(R) - v (R) ,
- m T  U (R) + "u(RT v (R)] \
a [J 00 o
- 3^ [g0(R)X(R) + fj(R)X(R) - p^y-u (R)
V R) 2
+ v (r T  v  (r)1 n + •••
£3(R)V(R) + u(R)vq (R) + v(R)v^(R) - p ^ y -  u(R)v(R)
+ v(R)vt(R)
Md (R) ,
ge (R)\(R)n^ - [fj(R)X(R) - p ^ y  u (R)
+ vCST v (R)]
a M„(R) o
g  [ge(R)X(R) + f1(R)X(R) - p E ^ y  u (R)
9
v f e r v  ( R ) 1  n  +  ••
(1.21)
Up to this point, no approximations have been made and any solu­
tions for u, v, r) to the equations (1.20) and (1.21) will differ from 
solutions to the system (1.6) with boundary conditions (1.8), (1.9), and
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(1.10) by the first order Taylor remainder term, i.e., roughly the height 
of the free surface r| times the magnitude of the first derivative of 
the variable.
We now make the assumption that 8e(R) is extremely large while
Sgg/S^CR) is small. Then if we neglect all the small terms in equation
(1.20) and the system (1.21) (that is, we neglect terms involving 
2r|, H y except the lowest order term involving g£), we get the 
Shallow Water Equations in spheroidal coordinates (recall the values 
of an(̂  ^3^ ^  from equation (1.7)):
Note. If we drop similar terms from equation (1.13), we get a form of 
the standard hydrostatic approximation
p = Mpgen)
since in spherical coordinates A. = 1. (See the discussion before 
equation (1.23).)
At this point we can no longer estimate the errors in the approxi­
mate solution directly but must rely on the residual, that is, the 
solution to (1.22) for u, v, r| fails to solve the system (1.20) and (1.21)
jjv- ii (Mmn) + £ 1$ (vn) + - 0
2fiv v + uuq - -3 v^ + uu. + g An = 0 v r t 6e 'q (1 .22)
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by the magnitude of the terms neglected in passing from (1.20) and (1.21) 
to (1.22).
The system (1.22) is as yet unsolved. One possible simplifying 
assumption which can be made is that ft is small enough so that the solid 
body is nearly a sphere and the coordinates (p, q, <}>) are spherical, 
that is, p = r and q = 0 while f(r,0) = rsin0 and h(r,0) = rcos0.
In this coordinate system, 0 is colatitude and
A. = 1, p = r and V = rsin0 (1.23)
Plugging these into (1.22), we have
SSIHe fe (“isine) + |g (nv)
uue +
UV~ +
r qVu . - v^cot0 - 2ftRvcos0 + Ru^ + gnn = 0 (1.24)s m 0  <p t ° '0
0 sin0 ({) + uvcot0 + 2ftRucos0 + Rv. +t sin0 *<|>Ha - 0 »
the Shallow Water Equations in spherical coordinates. Many have tried 
to solve these equations, but up until the initiation of this project, 
all have failed (see [7]). We shall say more about this later.
Another direction for simplifying (1.22) is linearization, the 
standard technique of writing the variables as a constant plus a small 
perturbation and then dropping out all perturbation products from the 
system. We write
H = H + H, u = u + U, v = v + V, 8e = 8 e +
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where H, U, V and g are constants. In particular, we assume that U = V = 0 
Dropping the perturbation products in (1.22) yields
H 9 ± AH - J „—  — (Avu) + —  v. + Art = 0 pv 3q v ' v <J) 't
- 2Qv v + uu. + gA.n - 0q r t ° q
2Q — v u + vv̂ _ + gAri. - 0 p q t 6 '<t>
(1.25)
4)
Equation (1.25) is further simplified by a change to dimensionless
variables. Let t 1 = t(2Q), u ’ = u/C , v* = v/C , r|' = n/H,8 8
2C = VgH and £ = (2QR) /gH. After substituting and dropping the primes, 8
we have
t R 3 ✓ . \ 1n = - £ [t— - (Avu) + — v , ] 't Apv 3q V 0
u. =
v. =
V AJRv - e * —  n p p 'q (1.26)
Vq AR u - £ ~— r), ,p v '<(> 9
the linearized Shallow Water Equations in spheroidal coordinates. 




u. = vcosO - £ ^ n_ t o (1.27)
v = -ucosO
the linearized Shallow Water Equations in spherical coordinates. 
Recently (see [17]), the eigenvectors of (1.27), called the Hough 
functions [6], have been numerically computed to machine precision.
We plan to take advantage of these exact solutions in our numerical 
experiments on possible methods for solving (1.24).
In conclusion, we have derived various forms of the Shallow Water 
Equations and shown how to estimate the error between their solutions 
and solutions to the system (1.6) with boundary conditions (1.8), (1.9) 
and (10). We recommend that numerical solutions to the Shallow Water 
Equations always appeal to these error estimates in order to conclude 
that the water in question is, indeed, shallow enough.
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CHAPTER 2
The long-term goal of our research is to develop methods to solve 
the non-linear system of partial differential equations (1.24). The 
solution we seek is a vector field V = ufL + vE, on the surface of the0 <p
sphere. (Recall that 0 is colatitude and <J) is longitude.) The compu­
tational problems associated with the representation of vector fields 
and their derivatives on the surface of the sphere have been evident 
since the first days of global weather modelling. Recently, Swarztrauber 
[14] has catalogued the methods previously used to attempt to circumvent 
these problems and has mathematically formalized a general version of 
the method we plan to adopt for the solution of (1.24). It is not our 
point to review the details of Swarztrauber's work, but we shall try to 
impart an intuitive understanding of the inherent difficulties in the 
numerical solution of systems of equations like (1.24).
We may certainly assume that the vector field V is a smooth func­
tion of position on the surface of the sphere. Unfortunately, this 
smoothness often disappears when the components of this field are con­
sidered as functions of 0 and (j) in any neighborhood of the poles 0 = 0 
or 0 = 7T. For example, consider a flow travelling at a constant speed 
northward along <J> = 0 near the North pole (u(0 >0, <J) = 0) is a negative
constant). If this flow is continuous at the pole 0 = 0 ,  it must become
a southward travelling flow at <j> = 7t (u(0 >0, <J) = 7i) = -u(0 > 0, (j) = 0)).
Thus for this extremely smooth flow, u is discontinuous at 0 = 0. This
discontinuity is caused by the discontinuity in the spherical coordinate
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system at 0 = 0. The fault lies not so much in the (0, <j>) coordinate 
system but in the surface of the sphere. It is known that there are no 
non-vanishing smooth vector fields tangent to the surface of the 
sphere [15]. Consequently, there can be no global coordinate systems 
for the surface of the sphere without discontinuities. [In fact, the 
two statements in italics are equivalent. Each unit vector of a global 
coordinate system without discontinuities forms a non-vanishing smooth 
vector field tangent to the sphere. If X is a non-vanishing smooth
vector field on the surface of the sphere u = X/||X|| and the unit vector
orthogonal to u at each point give rise to a global coordinate system 
without discontinuities.]
The method we propose for the solution of (1.24) is essentially the 
use of local induced coordinates. We express the vector field V as a
linear combination of the standard 3-dimensional vector fields i, j and
k (of a rectangular coordinate system centered at the center of the sphere 
with k pointing North) restricted to the surface of the sphere
V = Ai + Bj + Ck
At any point p on the surface of the sphere the projections of at least 
one pair of the vector fields i, j, k onto the sphere form a set of 
non-vanishing orthogonal unit vectors tangent to the surface of the 
sphere and hence induce a local coordinate system in a neighborhood of 
p. Consequently, A, B, and C are smooth functions of 0 and (J).
At this point, one can simply rewrite equation (1.24) in terms of 
A, B, C and D = rj and use any convenient method which takes advantage 
of the smoothness of A, B, C and D. We choose a spectral method,
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that is, we expand A, B, C and D in terms of a basis for the smooth 
functions on the surface of the sphere with coefficients which depend 
only upon time. There is no best choice of basis functions. However, 
a criterion for selection is the extent to which the equations decouple 
in the chosen basis. In vector spectral models, it has been found that 
the eigenvectors of the linearized equations are attractive in this 
regard. Kasahara [7] uses the eignvectors of the linearized Shallow 
Water Equations 1.27) in a spectral model of 1.24). We shall make a 
case for the surface spherical harmonics.
Consider equation 1.25) in spherical coordinates 1.23) and with 






H r3 / • ^  ^ 3v, 
RllSe [ae (usin6) + a*1
g 3fl
r  ae (2.1)
8 §2; Rsin0 3<j)
Differentiate the first equation with respect to time and substitute 
the second and third equations in the appropriate spots:
r 1 a . 3 . 1
sin0 30 S 30 .2
2 2 2 <L_l - - R azn9 n 0it o
sin“'0 3(J) g atz
(2.2)
Change to dimensionless variables with the substitution
t> = VbM t an(j suppress the prime:K
Equation (1.3) can easily be solved by separation of variables (the opera­
tor on the left is the Laplacian). The bounded eigenfunctions are
x . n   r.m/'oA imd* i>/n (n+l)t „ . „ , , . .nn (6,<l>,t) = Pn (6)e Y e y , n = 0,1,2,..., |m| < n
(2.4)
where the P™(0) are the associated Legendre polynomials, the 
solutions of the differential equation
dPm 2
i b  He (si“6d T )  - - h i  Pn = - ^ " +1>Pn (2 ‘5>s m  0
defined in [1], [4], [5], [19] and [21].
Note that u^ and v can be recovered from the last two equations in (2.1). 
The functions
are called surface spherical harmonics. There are many identities 
involving the spherical harmonics which will be needed in the calcu­
lations in following chapters. We tabulate these in Chapter 3 and 
either reference their origin or give their proof if their origin is 
unknown in Appendix 3. At this point it suffices to know that the 
spherical harmonics form an orthonormal basis for the continuous func­
tions on the surface of the sphere [5]. Thus, we may list several reasons 
for choosing the spherical harmonics Y™ for spectral analysis of 1.24):
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A) The eigenfunctions for the time transformed version 
of the linearized Shallow Water Equations on a non­
rotating body can be written simply in terms of the Y^.
B) The are well studied. Most of the necessary relations 
between them are easily found in the literature. (For a
complete history of the spherical harmonics see Hobson [5].)
C) There are computer programs available which enable one to 
compute in this basis.
D) The eigenvectors of the linearized Shallow Water Equations 1.27)
are known only in terms of this basis.
In the next chapter, we shall derive the differential equations 
satisfied by the functions A, B, C and D in order to carry out the 
program of spectral analysis outlined above.
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CHAPTER 3
In this chapter, we carry out the plan of attack outlined in 
Chapter 2 on the linearized Shallow Water Equations 1-27). The 
equations are
u^ = vcos0 - e r| (3.1)
■*» 1v. = - ucosO -£ n. Q t '<(> sin0
We shall write the velocity vector (w = 0) tangent to the unit 
sphere as
uEq + vE^ = Ai + Bj + Ck
and then rewrite equations (3.1) in terms of the new variables A, B, C 
and D = r|£ For any vector V = w2^ + uJq + v ^  in spherical coordi­
nates, we may write the transformation to cartesian coordinates,
V = Ai + Bj + Ck, in matrix notation using
x = rsin0 cos(j), y = rsin0 sin<J), z = rcos0 (3.2)
We have
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sin0 cos(J) cos0 cos(|) -sin<})\ /w
sin0 sin(j) cos0 sin(j) cos<{> II u
cos0 -sin0 0
(3.3)
The inverse transformation is
*sin0 cos({) sin0 sin(J) cos0\ /A
cos0 cos<|) cos0 sin(j) -sin0
-sin(j) cos<|>
(3.4)
Since we are constrained to vectors tangent to the surface of the 
unit sphere, r = 1, (3.2) becomes
x = sin0 cos(j), y = sin0 sin(j), z = cos0
Since the vertical velocity w is taken as zero
0 = w = Ax + By + Cz (3.6)







with the inverse transformation
cos0 cos<j) cos0 sintf) -sin0
-sin(|) cos<|)
(3.8)
These equations may be applied to the components of the gradient 









Now note that equation (3.1) can be written
3D -1 „ 3 
9t = ‘£ V 'V
It  = -COS0 E XV - VD 9t r
This form of the Shallow Water Equations allows us to make the 
transformations we require simply through our knowledge of the V operator 
in the spherical and cartesian coordinate systems.
First
Er x V = (xit + yj + kz) x (Ai + Bj + c£)
= (yC - zB)i + (zA - xC)j + (xB - yA)$
Thus equation (3.11) can be written
3A _ f r 9D
at " 'z(yC ' zB) ' ta
3B _ { . 3D= -z(zA - xC) - K-
3t 3y (3.12)
3C - r t. ai 9Dai - -z(xB - yA) ' ai
3D _ _ -i f3A 3B 3C.
3t £ 3x 3y 3z
In order to carry out the spectral analysis on the variables A, B, C 
and D, we require a large collection of identities involving the associated 
Legendre polynomials and the spherical harmonics mentioned in 
Chapter 2.
From the Bateman Manuscript Project [3; p. 161]: (z = cos0)
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P“+1(z) = 2m --- P® (z) - (n-m+1) (n+m) P® 1(z) (1-1)
Vl^z n
(n-m+1) P® (z) = (2n+l)zP®(z) - (n+m) Pm (z) (1-2)n+1 n n-1
p” + 1( z )  = ( l - z V % [(n-m)zP“ (z) - (n+m) P® ,(z)) (1-3)n n n-1
(n-m+1) P™+1(z) = (2n+l)zP™(z) - (n+m) P™.j(z) (1-4)
Pn+l(z) = Pn-l(z) ' (2n+l)(l-z2)% P®_1(z) (1-5)
P™+j(z) - P”!J(z) = -(2n+l)(l - z2)% P®(z) (1-6)
(or p"*} = (2n+l) P? P™ + P®+J) n+1 I n  n-1
zP® (z) - P™(z) = (n+m-1)(1-z2)^ P® *(z) (1-7)n-1 n n-1
(n-m) P®(z) = (n+m) zP® (z) + (1-z2)^ P®+*(z) (1-8)n n-l n-l
j- P™(z) = (1-z2) 1[-nzP®(z) + (n+m) P® (z)] ^dz n n n-1
Also, the following relationships are established in Appendix 3.
pm+l _ pm+1 = (n-m+i)(n-m+2) P®"J - (n+m-1)(n+m) P®‘J (1-10)n-1 n+1 n+1 n-1
(2n+l)(1-z2)^ P® = (n-m+1)(n-m+2)
(n+m-1)(n+m) P® \ (1-11)n-l
We need some definitions
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Pm (z) = N1" Pm (z) (3.13)n n n
are the normalized associated Legendre polynomials, where
C  = <-»" t2? 1 &  k
From (2.6)
Y™ = Pm (z) eim,|> (3.15)n n
We also need the following two functions.
«■•*) ■ '( £ • ) ! £ ! /  » • ” >
In terms of these quantities, we have the following relationships,
the proofs of which are given in Appendix 3. (Recall that all
variables are restricted to the surface of the sphere.)
X ^n = \ a (m ’n ) ^ - i  " \ ot(-m+l,n+l) Y^+ * (1-12)
- | a(m+l,-n) Y ^  + | of(m+l,n+l) rjn+ln+1
Y = | ia(m,n) Y^_* - | ia(-m+l,n+l) Y^+J (1-13)
+ | ia(m+l,-n) Y^*J - j ia(m+l,n+l) Y^*j
z = p(m,n) 5 ^ +  P(m,n+1) ?J+1 (1-14)
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fj = \ (n+1) a(m,n) + \ ntt(-m+l,n+l) (1-15)
- j (n+1) a(m+l ,-n) Y^** - | na(m+l,n+l)
ly = 2 i(n+l) a(m,n) Y^_* + ^ ina(-m+l,n+l) (1-16)
At this point, we could expand all the variables in equation
(3.12) in terms of spherical harmonics, perform the indicated opera­
tions using (1-1) through (1-18) and equate like coefficients. 
Unfortunately, the complex quantities involved will present prob­
lems when we try to find numerically the solutions to the resulting 
ordinary differential equations. For this reason, we prefer to change
+ ^ i(n+l) a(m+l,-n) tP”*, + 77 ina(m+l,n+l) Y™1"!"* 2 * n-1 2 n+1
Y^ = (n+1) 0(m,n) Y ^  - np(m,n+l) Y^ (1-17)
(1-18)
to a set of real basis functions, X™, defined by:n J
X11 = Pm cos m<j>, m > 0n n
x"1 = P m sin(-m<|>) = (-l)m Pm sin m<J>, m < 0 n n n
m+1 _m (3.18)
This gives (see Appendix 3)




X® = \ (Y^ + (-1)“ Y“m); m > 0 
n
n = - Y‘“); m > 0
(3.20)
n
In terms of this new basis, we have the following identities, proved 
in Appendix 3. There exists a natural grouping of cases involving 
m = 0, m £ 0 and all m. For m = 0:
x X° = - a(l,-n) X1 , + a(l,n+l) X* n ’ n-1 ’ n+1
(1-19)
y X° = a(l,-n) X-1. - a(l,n+l) X-*J n * n-1 n+1
(1- 20)
l-X0 3x n = -(n+l)a(l,-n) X * ^  - na(l,n+l) X*+1 ( 1- 21)
f-X° 3y n (n+l)a(l,-n)Xn^1 + na(l,n+l) X ^ j (1-22)
For m t 0, let Y = t^t* Then for m £ 0: * *m I m |
x X^ = ym [| 0f(m,n) X^_j - | a(-m+l,n+l) X™-1n+1 (1-23)
- | a(m+l,-n) X^*J + j a(m+l,n+l) 
y ’C  = Ym ^ - l 1 ' I «(-“+1.n+1) Xn+j1 (1-24)
+ | a(m+l,-n) xjj^ 1 - | a(m+l,n+l) xJJ^1]
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K  = ym lI (n+1) “ (m>n) ^ - l  + \ n“ (-™+l.“+D  3^+J (1-25)
- j (n+1) a (m+l,-n) X™** - i na(m+l,n+l)
§7 ^  = ‘Vm ll (n+1) a(nl’n) Xn-lX + \ n“ (-">+1.”+D  X ^ J 1
+ | (n+1) a(m+l,-n) X ^ j 1 + | na(m+l,n+l) X^”"1] (1-26)
For all m, we have:
3_
3z xJJ = (n+1) P(m,n) X^.j - n p(m,n+l) X^+1 (1-27)
z X” = p(m,n) X” .j + P(m,n+1) X®+1 (1-28)
z2 3^ = P(m,n) P(m,n-1) X^_2+ [(p(m,n))2 (1-29)
+ (P(m,n+1))2] X^ + P(m,n+1) p(m,n+2) X^+2-
Now we expand the variables A, B, C and D in equation (3.12) in
terms of the basis X111:n
A = £  £  Am X1"*-* ' n n
oo n




B = E  E  Bm X1"
(3.21)
C = e  e  cI” *"n nn=o m=-n
oo n
D = E  E  Dm x “
n=o m=-n
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We substitute these definitions into the first equation in (3.12) and
use the identities 1-19 through 1-29. (We shall represent the double
summation by a single summation sign and suppress the summation indices
_  00 n 00
except to indicate omitted indices. Thus X  may mean X  X  or> X  >
n=0 m=-n n=0
oo n
depending on which indices are repeated, while X  means X^ >
m^O n=0 m=-n
n#0
also write P™ = p(m,n) and ot(m,n) = a™. Note that by definition (3.16),
a" = cfm+1 (3.22)n -n
and by definition (3.17)
Pm = p“m (3.23)n n
The algebra is as follows:
X A m x“ = -z [ V  -y Cm (^ am x“m+] (3.24)n n am n v2 n n-1m#0
1 -m+1 „-m+l , 1 m+1 v-m-l 1 m+1 -m-L- a , ̂ X _  + x a X , - r a X ±1 )2 n+1 n+1 2 -n n-1 2 n+1 n+1
+ r  c° (b 1n -
-1 -1X * - cT ..X *,)] - X bn n-1 n+1 n+1 ^
m m x»> 
n n n-1
+ A i  A i )  - £  V D“ & (n+1) a" jT) n+1 n+1 m n 2 n n-1m£0
, 1 - n +1 ĵn-1 1 , m+1 .jn+1 1 m+1 vin+K+ r n a  M  X , - - (n+1) a x . - - na x ) 2 n+1 n+1 2 -n n-1 2 n+1 n+1
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♦ E  D° ((n+1) X ^  + n «J+1 X ^ )
= £ Bn (g" 1-1 £ 2  + f  I" f  + jffl C  f
+ C i  c 2 c 2> + z  *m s  (| <  c ;1 c i 1m^O
+ i am p-m+1 X'”-1 - I  a'"!1 X-m+12 n rn n 2 n+1 rn+l n
1 -m+1 R-m+l Y-m+l 1 m+1 R-m+l Y"m_1
2 “n+1 n+2 Xn+2 + 2 “-n Pn-1 Xn-2
1 m+1 D-m-l v-m-l 1 m+1 D-m-l „-m-lA Of P A * n Of , 4 P , ■* A2 -n rn n 2 n+1 rn+l n
_ I m+1 R-m-l Y-m-l. p0 , 1  R-1 -1
2 “n+1 Pn+2 Xn+2 > ^  Cn (“-n Pn-1 Xn-:
I1 p"1 X"1 - a1 p‘l, X-1 - o' p"' X-' :-n *n n n+1 ^n+l n n+1 Kn+2 n+2
- T  Y Dm (i (n+1) am X™’} + i  n o f ^ 1 x”'} 4r  ̂ m n 2 ' n n-1 2 n+1 n+1m£0
- \ (n+1) am+1 Xm+} - i n a1"!? x"*')2 -n n-1 2 n+1 n+1'
+ L  D° ((n+1) a1 X1 ,+ nor1 - X1 ))n v n n-1 n+1 n+1"
= E ( B ”+2 p”+2 p”+1 + B ” ((p“)2 + (P™+1)2)
- \ (n-1) iT'] am) X10 + 2  ((n+2) D°.1 a1 2 n-1 n n n+1 -n-1
+ (n-1) D° a h  X* n-1 n n
Equation (3.24) allows us to write a single ordinary differential 
equation for each pair (m,n) with n=0,l,2, ... and |m| < n. The set 
of equations for all pairs (m,n) represents the spectral form of the 
first equation in (3.12). We do the same algebraic manipulations on the 
other three equations in (3.12), but omit the details. The results are 
given in the following equations.
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From the first equation in (3.12):
m * ±1: (3.25)
Am = p” pm Bm + ((p”)2 + (P"..)2 Bm n rn+2 rn+l n+2 rn rn+l n
m ftm m 1 -m+1 m -m+1
+ n-1 Pn n-2 + *-m+l 2 “n+2 Pn+1 Cn+2
,.1 -m+1 nm 1 m nm >. „-m+l(tt a p - - a p ,i) Cm+1 2 n rn 2 n+1 'n+1 n
1 m Qm „-m+l , 1 -m „m _-m-1
Y-m+l 2 °n-l Pn n-2 7-m-l 2 a-n-2 ^n+2 n+2
,1 -m 0m 1 -m nm . _-m-1 + Y . (- a B -  ^ a p ) C-m-1 2 -n n 2 n+1 n+1 n
1 -m nm „-m-1 1 . , _ m+1 , ^m+l
Y-m-l 2 °n-l ^n n-2 2  ̂ n+1 ^-m-l n+1
1 , -m nm+l , 1 r _,_o\ m , r»m—1- - (n-1) a y _ D , + o (n+2) a - y - D , -2 n -m-1 n-1 2 -n-1 -m-1 n+1
+ - (n-1) a Y .i D , 2 n *-m+1 n-1
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A'1 = p'* p"i, B‘l, + C O -1 )2 + n rn+2 ^n+1 n+2 'n < C i )2) C (3.26)
+ pii-1 pn1 Bn-2 + 1 an+2 pnil Cn+2
+ <1 % C  - I Vl Cl) Cn
? “C  p'1 c22 n-1 rn
_ 1 -1 R-1 ro
n-2 2 -n-2 pn+l n+2
1 f -1 D-1 1 - 77 (a p - a 2 -n n
.-1
n+1 *11+1 ) C
0 + 1 al p"1 C° 
n-1 n n-2
, 1 ✓ , _. -1 -2 . 1 , -1 -2+ 77 (n+2) a _ D 0 + 77 (n-1) a D - 2 -n-1 n+2 2 n n-1
An = C 2 C l  Bn+2+ ((C 2 + ( C l )2) Bn (3.27)
+ p1 p1 B1 - - a-1 p1 C-2 - - a"1 p1n-1 n n-2 2 _n_2 n+1 n+2 2 -n n
- (| of* p1 ) C'2 + | a"1 p1 c"2 2 n+1 *n+l n 2 n-1 'n n-2
- \ (n+2) a2+1 D2+1 + \ (n+l) <£ D2^
+ (n+2) a1 D° + (n-1) a1 D°
-n-1 n+1 n n-1
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From the second equation in (3.12):
m t ± 1: (3.28)
m _ m m m  
n Hn+2 Hn+1 n+2 (Pm+1)2) Am rn+l n
,m ,m- r“* r“* A*“ + A /vm+1  Rm v  rm+1n-1 pn n-2 2 n+2 ^n+1 ^-m-1 n+2
, ,1 m+1 „m
+ 2 %  Pn
_ 1 n,"m Rm A v rm+l
2 n+1 ^n+1 Y-m-l n
1 -m 0m2 Vl Pn * pm+l 1_ m -m+1 n-2 " 2 °-n-2 ja pm-1n+1 ^-m+1 n+2
R® A i p®— 1
2 ~n+l Pn+r -m+1 n
. 1 m 0m „m-1
+ O 1 Y m+1 r-1 02 n-1 n -m+1 n-2
1 / -m+12 (n+2) Vl *- -m+1m+1 n+1
1 , _ x m- ^ (n-1) «n K_ T.-m+l 1 r -m -m-1D , - 7T (n+2) a _ v _ D .- ■m+1 n-1 2 -n-1 *-m-l n+1
1 , .. -m- - (n-1) a y D2 n -m-1 n-1
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C  = - Ci C i  Ci - a0 2 + (C i > 2) c (3.29)
f 1nq - . f 1 a '1n n-2
1 -1 
" 2 °-n-2 fi_1 C'2 Pn+1 n+2
w  1 - 1 o -l +  1 Of-1 o-l w -2 . 1  -1 D -1 „ - 2+ (--- « P o + o ® P C 0„ 2 n+1 rn+l n 2 n-1 *n n-22 -n n
1 <n+2> C l  C l  - \ ^  C  C l
(n+2) a"1 , D° - - (n-1) a1 D° _ -n-1 n+1 n n-1
Bn = ' C 2 C l  C 2- “ C "  + ,Q1 n2. a1^n+l > n (3.30)
- p1 p1 A1 rn-l *n n-2
a 2 1  ftl r2 
n+2 n+1 n+2
A ,1 2 D1 1 - 1  + (2 n - 2 Vl p1 ) C2 + 4 “n-1 pn) Cn-2 rn+l n r
- ffA . pA.. c” -n-2 rn+l n+2
(-ai 1 + 
-n n
1 q !Vl Vi} n
A 1 D1 „0 - 1 (n+2) a-1 n-2 1 , -x -1 n-2+ a 1 B C „  7T ' i D ^ (n-1) a D -n-1 rn n-2 2 -n-1 n+1 2 n n-1
From the third equation in (3.12):
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>  _ 1 -m+1 m ( m-1 .-m+K
n ~ 2 n+2 Pn+1 V-m+l (Bn+2 An+2 }
, A  -m+1 Qm 1 m em . ^m-1 A-m+lv+ {-r a p - -r a p ) y (B - A ) 2 n rn 2 n+1 n+1 4-m+1 n n
-  1  n,m v  T r "1" 1 -  a _m+1  "i2 “n-1 Pn V-m+l (Bn-2 An-2 }
_ 1 -m Rm r m+1 A~m-1.
2 -n-2 ^n+1 ^-m+1 n+2 n+2
-m 0m 1 -m „m N /rJn+1 , - m - K- (- a P “ 7T a p .-) y (B + A )2 -n n 2 n+1 'n+1 4-m+l n n
,1 -m nm /T.ni+1 , Am-lv+ o a p y m (B + A )2 n-1 n -m-1 n-2 n-2
- (n+2) pm ., D1”., + (n-1) 0"' D" , rn+l n+1 rn n-1
C  = \ “n+2 C l  (C 2 ' An+2>
, A  2 D-1 1 -1 D-1 . , -2 a2.+ (tt a p - x a P .) (B - A )  2 n rn 2 n+1 rn+l n n
1 -1 0-l fX}-2 A2 n . 1 D-1 A0- - a . p (B „ - A 0) + a o P a . i A Ao2 n-1 'n n-2 n-2 -n-2 rn+l n+2
+ (a1 p_1 - a1 - p'* ) A° - a1 p_1 A°-n *n n+1 rn+l n n-1 *11 n-2
(3.31)
(3.32)
- (n+2) p’* D“* + (n-1) P_1 D-1- v tn+l n+1 rn n-1
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C1 = n 1 «_1 R12 -n-2 &n+1 <Bn+2 + 'n+2 (3.33)
rl -1 A 1 -1+ (— a 8 - — a-n Hn ? n+1 ^n+1^ (B2 + A“2) n n
- 1 Cl pn < 2  + O  + “-n-2 Cl Bn+2
^ / 1 D1 1 01  ̂ «0+ (a 0 - a .i 0 ,i) B -n rn n+1 rn+l n
1 ol t>0a P B .n-1 n n-2 (n+2> Ci Ci
+ (n - 1) 01 D1 _ rn n-1
From the last equation in (3.12):
m ^ ±1: (3.34)
- sD = n
1 r m+l y -i (Am+12 (n+2) Vl -”’-1 n+1 _-m-1Vl ;
1 / i\ -m+ j (n-D a /Am+1 -m-1.Y (A - B ) -m-1 n-1 n-1
- \ (n+2) (A|m-1 R-m+Un+1 Vl >
1 / - \ mO (n-1) a2 n
,Am-l . -,-m+lvV m i (A i + B„ i ) -m-1 n-l n-l
(n+2) 0m+1 Cm+1 - (n-1) 0m Cm v rn+l n+1 rn n-1
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eD'1 = - ^ (n+2) of1 - (A-?, + B2 ) n 2 -n-1 n+1 n+1
1 (n-1) of1 (A‘2 + B2 ) + (n-2) a1 ,2 n n-1 n-1 -n-1 n+1
+ (n-l)a1 B° , + (n+2) f], c“* - (n-1) 0_1 c"1, n n-1 rn+l n+1 *n n-1
_1 1 . 2 , .2 ^ ,,-2 . D = 7: (n+2) a _ (A - + B _) n 2 n+1 n+1 n+1
+ \ (n-1) a"1 (A2 , + B’2 ) - (n+2) a1 - A0 ,. 2 n n-1 n-1 -n-1 n+1
, 1 A0 + (n+2) B1 _1 , ... D1 _1- (n-1) a A _ C - (n-1) 0 C -n n-1 n+1 n+1 rn n-1
(3.35)
(3.36)
Equations (3.25) through (3.36) represent our model of the linearized 
Shallow Water Equations. In Appendix 4, we discuss how we plan to 
implement the solution of these equations on the computer.
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CONCLUSION
Starting from the Eulerian equations of fluid motion, we have 
derived the Shallow Water Equations using a standard method of coordi­
nate transformation to cast the equations in generalized orthogonal 
spheroidal coordinates. Due to computational considerations, this 
system was linearized in the usual way.
Next, using a method suggested by Paul Swarztrauber [14], we have 
expanded the solutions to the Shallow Water Equations in spherical 
harmonics. Then, based on the underlying assumptions and advantages 
in using localized cartesian coordinates, as opposed to spherical 
coordinates, a cartesian spectral model has been developed. The 
disadvantages in doing so are twofold; (1) the resulting equations 
are quite complex and (2) the variables increase from three to four. 
However, the advantages claimed in justification of this approach are 
important. One advantage is the improved accuracy due to the smooth­
ness of the functions over the entire surface. And another is the 
increased size of the time step which should result in fewer computa­
tions, saving machine time.
cOLOSADO LIB*ARY
g o l d e n , c o l o ^ «  * * * *
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Our development follows [4; p. 298] for the special case
x = f(p,q)cos(j), y = f (p,q)sin<J>, z = h(p,q) (Al.l)
The position vector of the point P in space is given by
r = xi + yj + zk (A1.2)
The tangent vector to the p curve at P is
3 = I 1 =P 3p llfyl (A1.3)
Where E^ is the unit tangent vector to the p-curve in the direction 
of increasing p. If we define
* = " f l u
M = I l f f H  •







Then as in (A1.3), we have
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U = X E,P 1
Uq = M E2 (A1.6)
u ,h = v <j) 3
We can evaluate A, |J, V directly from (A1.4):
A = (f2 + h2) \  p = (f2 + h2)^, V = f, (A1.7)p p q q
as stated in Chapter 1.
The orthogonality conditions
E1-E3 = E2 ‘E3 = 0 (A1.8)
are automatically satisfied. However, the condition E^*E2 = 0 forces 
the constraint
f f + h h = 0  (A1.9)P q P Q
The V operator is given by
V = —  f- + —  It  (A1.10)A 3p |J dq V 9<J)
Since
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± dr dr dp 9r d£ 9r d$ f .
dt 9p dt 9q dt 90 dt 1 u
3 + 2 ^  + 3. ^p dr q dt 0 dt
wE^ + uE^ + vE^
where
w _ A -5t ’ u _ M Ht ’ v _ u 3t ’ (Ai.12)
we have
^  = 1 3|vyw) + 1 9XMnO + 8v (A113)
Ap 9p Ap 9q 90
The other terms in (1.6) are easily found by substituting (A1.10) 
and (Al.ll) into the second equation in (1.5).
Finally we record the change of basis transformation
a 1 * - / k  1 u *t - f cos0 t - f smffi - r  h v , iA p  A p Y ^ P \ /
- f cos0 — f sin0 7 h I I jp q  P q h q ' 1




-r f  COSd) A p T
t- f sin(J) A q
j h A p
— f cosd) M P T








In rotating coordinates, Newton's law becomes [18]
dV ^m = F - pu) x ( uj x r) - 2pU) x V (A2.1)
Since in our case, F = -VP - pg, we have defined the effective force
of gravity
ge = g + u i  x  ( w  X  r) (A2.2)
Our assumption that g£ is normal to the surfaces p = constant,
places the constraint
8e x = 0 (A2.3)
on the functions f and h, 
Now
r -rg(r) = - G ~ p(r') (A2.4)
l|r'-r "
where G is the universal gravitation constant and p is the density of 
the rotating body B. Consequently, the constraint (A2.3) is not easy
to compute. We shall ignore this and assume that a solution for
f and h satisfying (A1.9) and (A2.3) exists.
We now compute the components of the Coriolis force
fi = 2(u> x ff)*Ei > i = 1,2,3 (A2.5)
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We have from (Al.ll) and (A1.14)
f2 = 2(fik x (wE1 + uE2 + vE3))-E1 (A2.6)
= 2Q[w(^ f cos(|) j - ^ f sin(j) 1)
+ u(— f cosd) j - — f sind) i)M q M q y
+ v(-sin<}> j - cos(J) i)]'*Ej
" ' 2fi A2 V
f2 = 2(Ok x |E)-E2 (A2.7)
f
= -2Q v M
f_ = 2Q[u)(t- f cos<b j - j f sin<|) i) (A2.8)3 A p A p
+ u(— f costb j - — f sind) i )M q M q
-T+ v(-sin(J) j - coscj) i)]*(-sin<|) i + cos<J) j)




Here we prove various spherical harmonic identities needed in 
Chapter 3.






From (1-6), these identities are equivalent. From (1-3),
(2n+l)(1-z2)^ pm+* + (2n+l)(n+m) Pm . = (2n+l)(n-m) zPm n n-1 n
From (1-4),
(n-m)(n-m+l) + (n+m)(n-m) = (2n+l)(n-m) zP™
Equating these two expressions gives
(n-m)(n-m+1) P®+1 - (n+m)(m+n+l) P®_1
Reducing m by 1 yields (I—11).
Next we need some quotients derived from the definition (3.14)
= (2n+l)(l-z2)^ Pm+1 n
Pn-1 ” Pn+1 = (n"m+1)(n“m+2) " (n+m-1)(n+m) P™“J
(2n+l)(1-z2)^ Pm = (n-m+1)(n-m+2) Pm .} - (n+m-l)(n+m) n n+l
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jn _ > .m f 2n+l (n-m) ! 1 * 
n ' (_1) [ —  ( ^ O T j








[2n+l (n-m)! 2 (n+m)! "1 ^ f2n+l f , i\"l^“  (H?i)7 (n-m-2) ! J = 1 )J(A3.2)
■c
2n+l (n-m)! 2 (n+m-1)!1 ^
2 (n+m)! 2n-l (n-m-1)
























[ 2n+l n+m+1 1 2n+3 n-m+1J
(A3.6)
We now prove (1-12) through (1-18). Let
Y® = Pm e±m<̂  n n
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x = | a(m,n) Y^_j - | a(-m+l, n+1)
- | a(m+l,-n) | a(m+l,n+l) ^  12^
Proof.
Recalling that x = sin0 cos<|) in spherical coordinates, we have by 
substitution,
x nY111 = sinQ cos(J) Pm e^m<̂
2 tSince z = cosQ, sin0 = (1 - z ) . Hence,
xrn a im4> ft 2-A _,m 1 , i<b -16. 2>A _.mx Y = cos6 e Y (1-z ) P = — (e + e Y) e  T(l-z ) P n T n 2 n
where cos({> = ( e ^  + e ^ )  . Then,
x Y™ = i e1^ 1?* ( 1 - Z 2 ) % Pm H- i ei(m'1)<t’ (l-z2)% Pm n 2 n 2 n
Upon incorporating (1-6) and (1-11) we obtain,
x yin _ 1 i(m+l)(J) j _1  /pin+1 pm+1  ̂I2 I 2n+l  ̂n+1 n-1 J j
+ | e1^® |^2n+l ((n-m+!)(n-m+2) P®+j - (n+m-l)(n+m) P®_
- 1 (n+o»~l) (n+m) yin-1 1 (n-m+1) (n-m+2)vm-l
2 2n+l n-1 2 2n+l n+1
+  -1 1 ym+1 _ 1. 1 ym+12 2n+l n-1 2 2n+l n+1
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Now, to normalize the expression, we obtain the following,
N1" N“v® = - A (n+m-1) (n+m) n sm-1 ,1_ (n-m+1) (n-m+2) n ^m-1
X n " 2  2n+l ĵ m-1 n-1 2 2n+l ĵ m-1 n+1
n-1 n+1
N® n®+ 1 _1_____n_ ym+1 _ 1 _1 n_ yjn+l
2 2n+l jjm+1 n-1 " 2 2n+l ^+1 n+1
n-1 n+1
_[*1 (n+m) (n+m-1) 1 ** ym-1 1 f"(n-m+1) (n-m+2) ”1 ** ^m-1 
[2 (2n+l)(2n-l)J n-1 " 2 |_ (2n+l)(2n+3) J n+1
1 ["(n-m) (n-m-1) 1 ̂ ym+1 1 ["(n+m+1) (n+m+2) 1 ̂  ym+1
“ 2L(2n+l)(2n-l)J n-1 2 [(2n+l)(2n+3) J n-1
= | a(m,n) - i a(-m+l,n+l) | a(n>+l,-n)
+ | a(m+l,n+l)
where the normalization coefficients are evaluated from (A3.1) through 
(A3.6).
y ^n = \ i0f(®’n)yn-i " \ ia("m+1>n+1) C l  (I_!3)
+ | ia(m+l,-n) “ \ ia(m+l,n+l) C i
Proof.
Following the approach used in the proof of (1-12) we get
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y Y” = sine sin* Pm e1"’* = ^  (ei<t’ -e-1*) eim<*> (l-z2)% Pm n T n 2i n
= 1_ ex(m+l)4. pm _ 1_ ei(m-l)<|, pm
Using the identities (1-6) and (I — 11) again we have,
1_ i(m+l)<|> _ f_l__ rpm+l _ pm+1 î
y n 2i 2n+l k n+1 n-l; J
” fi e X m̂ 2n+I ((n-m+1.) (n-m+2)P™+j - (n+m-1)(n+m)p“_J)
1 (n+m-1)(n+m) ym-1 _ 1_ (n-m+1)(n-m+2) ym-1
2i 2n+l n-1 “ 2i 2n+l n+1
1_ 1 yin+1 1_ 1 yin+1
2i 2n+l n-1 ’ 2i 2m+l n+1
Now, as in the proof of (1-12), we have
1 . , x 1 1 . -m-1y = 2 i«(m>n) Y^_1 - j ia (-m+l,n+l) Y1n+1
+ - ia (m+l,-n) - - ia (m+l,n+l) ?"
2 n-1 2 n+1
z Y^ = p(m,n) Y ^ ^  P(m,n+1) ?J+1 (1-14)
Proof.
As before in the proofs of (1-12) and (1-13), we have,
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z = zP™ eim<̂  = 25+j CC— m-Kl) p”+1 (n+m) P ^ )
N111 N111
z Y"1 = ^  (n-m+1) - 5 -  Y™ , + |5±5) _ 5 _  ? ” n 2n+l N111 2n+l ^m n-1
n+1 n-1
_  n-m+1 I" (2n+l)(n+m+1) 1  ^  ^m n+m f(2n+l) (n-m) 1  ** y i n
2n+l (2n+3) (n-m+1) J n+1 2n+l|_(2n-l) (n+m) J n-1
[(n-m+1)(n+m+1) 1  ^  r u n  . f  (n+m)(n-m) 1  ^(2n+l)(2n+3) J Vl + [ (2n-l) (2n+l) j Vl
= P(m,n) + P(m,n+1) Y^+J
Ix *n = I *-n+1-* °'(|“>n) + \ ““ (-m+l.n+1) (1-15)
- ^ (n+1) Of(m+l,-n) Y^*j - | na(m+l,n+l) Y^*j
Proof,
Y1” = cosO cos<(> (Pm e^m(̂ ) - sin(j) : x jrr (Pm e'*'in̂>)3x n Y 30 n Y s m 0  3<}) n
dPm, imd) Q n . . imd) 1 nm= cos© e cos0 -tk~ - 1m s m ®  e T . -a- P Y d0 Y sin0 n
Now we have
d ~m _ . Q d _m-jTT P = -sm0 -j— Pd0 n dz n
which by (1-9) gives
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= -(1-z2)'2 (1-z2) 1 [-nzP® + (n+m)P^_1]




2,-h(e  ̂+ e e“ '’ z(l-z‘) ^ [nzPm - (n+m)p“_1]n
1 , id) id). . imd) 2.% ^m2j (e Y - e Y) ime Y (1-z ) P„n
= ± (l-z2)-% [nz2Pm - (n+m)zPm , -2 n n-1 mPm]n
Now
+ \ e (l-z2)‘% [nz2Pm - (nm)zPm . + mPm]2 n n-1 n
,m mnz2 = Pm - (n+m)zPm - ± mPm = n(z2-l) Pm - (n+m)zP“ - + (nlnOF1** n n-1 n v J n n-1 n
n(z2-l)Pm + n
(n+m)(Pm -n
(n-m) Pm - (n+m)z P




With the use of the identities (1-6), (1-7), and (1-8) we have
nz Pn - (n«)zP ± mPn = - ^  (z -1) (Pn.1 - Pn+J)




f_ y* = - I 1)<t>[ (n+m) (n+m-1 )P™IJ + J— y (n-m+1) (n-m+2)P^J
2STT p”Il]
1 i(m+l)(J) fr _ _n__x pm+l n m+1,
2 2n+l n-1 2n+l n+lJ
by the use of (1-10). Then,
3x K = - l  {(n+rnXn+m-DCfiij) e £
n , ,.,w  „m-l, . 1 i(m+l)(j) rn+l „m+l . n «m+l,2^1 Cn-m+l) (n-m+2) Pq+1} + j e P ^  + ^  Pn+1J
= - \ (n+m) (n+m-1) - \ (n-m+1) (n-m+2) ^
1 n+1 ym+1 1 n ym+1
2 2n+l n-1 2 2n+l n+1




a r  = cos0 s in 't’ §6 ’C  + f i l e  %  ^  = cos6 sin<t' fe  (pn
+ f i f e  k  (Pn ^  = cose s in *  eim*  HEe [nz pn ^ Q+m> C i 1
+ im ff^g (P” eim*) = L. (e^-e-1*) e ^ U - z 2) ^  [nz2 P™
- (n+m) P™ . ] + I im (l-z2)'% (e1* - e'^) Pm eim<1’ n-l z n
= 1 . e iOn+lH (1.22}% , 2 pm + pm m]2 n n-1 n
1 . i(m-l)<J) r 2 _,m / . \ nm ,+ o 1 e [nz P - (n+m) z P , + m P 12 n n-1 nJ
As in the proof of (1-15),
§_ v® - I ,* « i (m+1)<{) r_n  /pin+1 p m + K  p®+1i
9y n 2 l2n+l 1 n-1 n+lJ n-lJ
- ^ i e ^ m [ (n+m) (n+m-1) P™_j
+ 2n+l Cn-m+l)Cn-m+-2) p”;J - ~  (n+m-1) (n+m) P^j]
, N _m-1i1  . i ( m - l ) < | >  r n + l  p ® ” 1  +  - n  —  ( n - m + 1)  (n-m+2)= - - 1 e l2n+l n-1 2n+l
1 . i(m+l)<t> t5+i Pm+1 + J L -  p”+*1- J 1 e l2n+l n-1 2n+l n-1
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As before, normalization yields
fy = 2 i(n+1) “ (m’n) C l  + \ in«(--+ l>n+l) C l
+ j i(n+l) a(m+l,-n) Y111* ^  + \ ina(m+l,n+l) Y^*J .
= (n+1) 0(m,n) Y^_1 - np(m,n+l) Y^+1 (1-17)
Proof.
From (3.9)
Y01 = - sinO Y10 = -sinO cos m<J> r̂r Pm9z n 90 n T 9(p
By identity (1-9) we have
§— Y01 = - cosm<j) sin0 — ?^-^(ncos0 Pm - (n+m) Pm )9z n Y s m 0  n n-1
= - cosm(j) [^^((n+m) P® + (n-m+1) P™+1) - (n+m) P™_11
by identity (1-4).
Now
= - cosmD [- (n+m) P ^  + (n-m+1) P ^ ]
= cosmcf [f^Y (n+m) p“.j - ^  (n-m+1) p”+1]
, , n+m .jr n-m+1 xrm= (n+1) —  Y  - n . i2n+l n-1 2n+l n+1
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By the normalization procedures (A3.3) and (A3.6) we have, 
tz ^  = (n+1)PCm,n) Y® ^  np(m,n+l) Y® Q+1
Equation (1-18) is equation (3.6) for the components of the 
gradient operator.
x k + y h + 2 h -0 (I'18)
Proof.
This equation may be written 
r • V = 0
where r is the coordinate vector of points on the surface. In spherical 
coordinates, r = E^, so this equation just represents the fact that our 
functions are constrained to the surface of the sphere
For the proofs of (1-19) through (1-29), we need first to establish 
equations (3.19) and (3.20):
Y® = X® + iX"m ; m > 0 n n n -
Y_m = (-1)® (X® - iX“®); m > 0 n n n ’
and
' X® = \ (Y® + (-1)® Y“®); m > 0 n z n n . —
X“® = —  (Y® - (-1)® Y~®); m > 0 n 2i n n
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Proof.
First note from [5; p. 99] that
p-m _ (n-m) ! pm (A3.7)
n (n+m)! n
or
This may be written
P~m f Pmn _ , 1 >.m (n-m)! n
jj-m _ (n+m) ! ĵ m
n n
N®p-m _ / n (n-m) 1 pin (A3.8)
n (n+m)! n
n
Using the definition (3.14) of yields
p-m _ .jsm ^m (A3.9)
n n
Recall the definitions (3.18)
X® = P® cosmd), m > 0 n n _
X® = P ® sin(-m(j)), m < 0
Thus the first equation in (3.19) follows directly from 
eiM> _ + isinm(J). If m > 0, then from (A3.9)
Y m = P ® e"*"®̂  = P ® (cosm<|) - isinm<j>) n n n Y Y
= (-1)® P® (cosm<j> - isinm(j))
= (-1)® (X® - iX"®), v n n ’
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so we have shown the second equation in (3.19). To establish (3.20), 
we have for m > 0
| ci“ + c-i)m r m ) = i (pm eim't> + (- D m r m2 n n 2 n n
1 -m , imd) , -imd). z P (e Y + e T)2 n
Pm cosm<t> = X*0 n n
And for m > 0
\r (Y™ - (-I)"1 Y‘m) = fr P” (e^ - 2i n n 2i n
= Pm sinm(j) = X m n n
Now we turn to the proofs of (1-19) through (1-29).
x X° = - a(l,-n) X-1, + a(l,n+l) X1 ■, (1-19)n n-1 ’ n+1
Proof.
We have from (1-12)
- I 0,(1,-n) Y1 + ± «(!,»«) P +J
From (3.22), a(0,n) = - a(l,-n), so
X X° = - I a(l,-n)(Y* - Y"1 ) + \ a(l,n+l)n 2 n-l n-l 2 (Y1 - Y_1 ) ̂n+1 n+1
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The result follows from the first equation in (3.20) with m = 1.
y X° = a(l,-n) X-1 - a(l,n+l) X-1 (1-20)
n n-1 n+1
Proof.
We have from (1-13)
y Xn = y Yn = 2 ia(0’n) C l  ' I C l
+ \ ia(l,-n) C i  - \ iaO.n+l) Y*+i
Again from (3.22), a(0,n) = a(l,-n), so
y X° = 1 i a d . - n X C i  + C l >  ' \ i - O . n + D C C i  + C l >
The result follows from the second equation in (3.20) with m = 1.
X° = -(n+1) a(l,-n) X*_j - na(l,n+l) X*+1 (1-21)
Proof.
We have from (1-15)
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The result follows from the first equation in (3.20) with m = 1.
—  X° = (n+1) a(l,-n) x ”1 + na(l,n+l) X_1 (1-22)
8y n n-1 n+1
Proof.
We have from (1-16)
h Xn = b ^  = I i(n+1) a ( 0 ’n) C l  + 5  ina(1-n+1) C l
+ J i(n+l) a(l,-n) Y^_1 + ^ inor(l,n+l) Y*+1
= ±i(n+l) «(l,-n)(Y^1+ r l  l + iina(l,n+l)(Y;+1 + Y ^ )
The result follows from the second equation in (3.20) with m = 1.
Now recall that for m £ 0, Y = -r̂ r.* am I m I
x X^ = [- 0f(m,n) X^_J - ^ a(-m+l,n+l) x”+* (1-23)
- | a(m+l,-n) X^** + | or (m+1, n+1) n # 0
Proof.
We have from (1-12) with m > 0
x Y^ = |  a(m,n) Y^_* - | or(-m+l ,n+l) Y^rjn-1n+1
- ^ a (m+1 ,-n) ^ or (m+1,n+1) Y^rja+1n+1
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Now use the first equation in (3.19) to write
x(X^ + i Xnm) = ^ Of(m,n) X^_J - j Of(-m+l,n+l) X™~*
- ^ a (m+1 ,-n) xj|*j + | a (m+1, n+1) xJJ**
. 1 . f \ ,,-m+l 1 . , ,, -\ „-m+l+ ^ ia(m,n) X ^  - ^ iOf(-m+l,n+l) Xq+1
| iOf(m+l,-n) xjj^1 + | ia(m+l,n+l) Y ^ 1
The real part of this equation is (1-23) for m > 1. The complex 
part yields
-m 1 , v ..-m+1 1 f ,. ,.>. v-m+lx X -  -z of(m,n) X . - -z Of(-m+l,n+l) X n 2 ’ n-1 2 * n+1
- | Of(m+l ,-n) X ^ 1 + | a(m+1,n+1) xjjj^1
Replacing m by -m gives
x X m = J Of(-m,n) X01*? - — Of(m+l,n+l) X111 n 2 ’ n-1 2 * n
- ^ or (-m+1,-n) X111 , + Of (-m+1, n+1) X111 2 ’ n-l 2 ’ n
Using (3.22), we get
x X^ = | Of (m+1,-n) X ^ J  - | Of(m+l,n+l) X^










Rearranging this equation yields (1-23) for m < -1.
y * £ = C !  - x' ”+l ( I-24)
+ ^ a (m+1 ,-n) Xn“ 11 - i a (m+1 ,n+l) xJJ^1], m ^ 0
Proof.
We have from (1-13) with m > 0
y ^  = \ ia(ra.n) - \ ia(-m+l,n+l) Y ^ J
+ j iot(m+l,-n) Y^*| - | ia(m+l,n+l) Y ^ j  
Now we use the first equation in (3.19) to write
y(X^ + iXnm) = | ia(m,n) x”_* - ~ ia(-m+l,n+l)
+ j ia(m+l,-n) X^*j - j ia(m+l,n+l) X™**
- | a(m,n) X ^ 1 + \ a(-m+l,n+l) X ^ 1
- j a(m+1,-n) x'""1 + | a(m+l,n+l) x"”"1
The real part of this equation is (1-24) for m > 1. The complex 
part yields
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y = | ct(m,n) | of(-m+l ,n+l) x”‘j
+ i  ot(m+l,-n) x “ + ? - ^ a(m+l,n+l) x ” ^  2 n-1 2 n+1
Replacing m by -m gives
-m-1
n+1
+ | Of (-m+1,-n) xJJ)*1 - | Of ( -m+1, n+1) X ^ 1
Using (3.22), we get
y X™ = ^ a (m+1,-n) X mn 1 - ^ Of (m+1, n+1) X J n 2 * n-1 2 ’ :
-m-1
n+1
+ | Of(m,n) X ^ 1 - | Of (-m+1, n+1) X ^ 1
Rearranging this equation yields (1-24) for m < -1.
h  *n = Ym [\ (n+1) “ (m>n) C l  * 1 n“ (-">+1.n+1) C l  (1-25)
- ^ (n+1) Of (m+l,-n) X^*j - j nof(m+l,n+l) X^*j], m ^ 0
Proof.
We have from (1-15), with m > 0,
h  ^ = I (n+1) “ (m’ n) C i + \ n“ ( _m+i>n + i) C l
- | (n+1) Of (m+1, -n) | na (m+1, n+1)
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Now we use the first equation in (3.19) to write
sr- (X01 + i X m ) = ~ (n+1) or(m,n) X01 J + ^ nor(-m+l ,n+l) X111 J 9x n n 2 * n-1 2 * n+1
- ^ (n+1) or (m+1,-n) ^ nor(m+l,n+l) X^+1n+1
+ ^ i(n+l) or(m,n) xj^* + ^ inor(-m+l,n+l) XQ™ ^
- ^i(n+1)a(m+1,-n) X - jLnor(m+l ,n+l) X
The real part of this equation is (1-25) for m > 1. The complex 
part yields
lx ^  = \ n̂+1  ̂ a (m >n) + \ nor (-m+1 ,n+l) xJJ!*1
- j (n+1) or (m+1, -n) x j ^ 1 - | nor(m+l,n+l) xjj^1
Replacing m by -m gives
lx ^  = \ (n+1) ff("*n,n) X^*j + | nor (m+1, n+1) X^+1n+1
- | (n+1) or (-m+1, -n) x j ^ 1 - | nor (-m+1, n+1) xJJ-1n+1
Using (3.22), we get
§ £ * ” = ! (n+1) a (m+1 ,-n) X^** + | nor (m+1, n+1)
- 1 (n+1) or(m,n) X^_J - | nor(-m+l,n+l) xJJ 




X™ = -Ym [| (n+1) of(m,n) X^ 1 + | na(-m+l,n+l) X”™*1 (1-26)
+ ^ (n+1) a(m+l,-n) X^™^ +-■ na(m+l,n+l) X , m ^ 0
Proof.
We have from (1-16) with m > 0
ly ^n ~ \ i(n+1) a (m >n) + \ inff(-m+l,n+l)
+ | i(n+l) a(m+l,-n) Y^** + j ina(m+l,n+l) Y^**
Now we use the first equation in (3.19) to write
§— (X111 + iX m) = 77 i(n+l) a(m,n) X111 * + inof(-m+l,n+l) X111 JBy 2 ’ n - 1 2  n+1
+ ^ i(n+l) a(m+l,-n) X^*j + ^ ina(m+l,n+l) X^*J
- j (n+1) a(m,n) X ^ 1 - j na(-m+l,n+l) X ^ 1
- | (n+1) a(m+l,-n) xJJ^ 1 - | na(m+l,n+l) xj^ 1
The real part of this equation is (1-26) for m > 1. The complex
part yields
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§7 C  = 2 (n+1) "(m’n) C l  + 2 ““(-">+l.“+D  C l
+ ^ (n+1) a(m+l,-n) + — na(m+l,n+l) Y™+ 1 n+1
Replacing m by -m gives
ly ^  = \ n̂+1  ̂ a ("m >n) ^ - i 1 + \ na(m+l,n+l) xjj^1
+ \ (n+1) a(-m+l,-n) X \ na(-m+l,n+l) X2 ’ n-1 2 ’ n+1
Using (3.22) we get
§— X111 = 77 (n+1) a(m+l,-n) X  ̂+ ^ na(m+l,n+l) X ® * 9 y n  2 ’ n-1 2 n+1
+ ^ (n+1) a(m,n) X^®*1 + ^ na(-m+l,n+l) X ^ * 1
Rearranging this equation yields (1-26) for m < -1.
^  = (n+1) fS(m,n) x”^  - nP(m,n+l) X^+J
Proof.
We have from (1-17) with m > 0
= (n+1) 3(m,n) - mp(m,n+l) Y^+1





(X^ + i Xnm) = (n+1) 3(m,n) X^_1 - n3(m,n+l) X®+1 
+ i(n+l) p(m,n) Xn®1-inp(m,n+l) xJJ^
The real part of this equation is (1-27) for m > 0. The complex 
part yields
Ix Xn = n̂+1  ̂ ^ - l "  n0(”m >n+1) X^+1
Using (3.23), we have (1-27) for m < 0.
z = P(m,n) X^.J + p(m,n+l) X^+J (1-28)
Proof.
We have from (1-14) with m > 0
z = 0(m,n) Y^_1 + p(m,n+l) Y^+1
Using the first equation in (3.19) and taking real and complex parts 
gives
z X^ = p(m,n) + P(m,n+1) , m > 0
and
z X"m = p(m,n) X ' ^  + p(m,n+l) x‘“ j , m > 0
To prove the theorem, replace m by -m in the second equation and use 
(3.23).
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2z X^ = P(m,n) p(m,n-l) X^_2 + [(p(m,n))
+ (p(m,n+l))2] X^ + p(m,n+l) p(m,n+2) X^+2
Proof.
From (1-28)
z(zX^) = P(m,n) z X ^  + p(m,n+l) zX^+1
= p(m,n) [P(m,n-1) X^_2 + p(m,n) X^]
+ p(m,n+l) [p(m,n+l) X^ + P(m,n+1) X™+2]
Combining similar terms gives the result.
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APPENDIX 4
Computer Implementation of the Model
In this Appendix an indication of some additional simplifications to 
the model will be given for use in a numerical scheme. It will be seen 
that equations (3.25) through (3.36) group into a few special cases and 
one very general case. Also, a flow chart of the numerical model will 
be illustrated which is the basis for the FORTRAN code.
The following arrangement of the equation sets generated in 
Chapter 3 are motivated from a numerical viewpoint. Equations (3.25),
(3.26), and (3.27) will be used as the example, with the results for the 
remaining equation sets given, omitting the details.
Recall equations (3.16) and (3.17).





0(-m,n) = P(m,n) (A4.1)
(A4.2)
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Finally, we must truncate our series. We take n in the range 
0 < n < MAX
and
-n < m < n
This analysis leads us to four special cases of the coefficients for 
computational purposes. They are
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It will be noted that in addition to the specifc constants ot(m,n) 
and p(m,n) which have zero value, that all variables which have indices 
m and n such that m > n, have also been set to zero, since these 
variables are outside the limits of truncation. In fact, we assume from 
now on that any variable with indices outside this range is take to be 
zero.
The next two simplifications involve the two equations (3.26), (3.27). 
However, we note that the equation for n = 1 in equation (3.26) has 
already been specified as equation (A4.2). And similarly, for equation
(3.27) when n = 1, we have (A4.4). Hence, for both of these cases, only 
the remaining equations for 2 < n < MAX need be computed. The follow­
ing two equations are then identical to (3.26), (3.27) over the range 
2 < n < MAX.
1 2  1 2 - 1  1 + ( O  ) + (3 ,) ) B + Bn+1 J n n1 R1 R’1 -1 n n+2
+ i 2 B1 c2
2 n+2 n+1 n+2
(A4.7)
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An = C 2 C l  C l  + « C *  + < C / >  Bn + C l  C 2
. 1 2  ftl -2- ,1 2 1 _ 1 1 1 -2
2 n+2 ^n+1 n+2 2 n ^n 2 n+1 ^n+1 n
+ \ Of'1 01 C'2 + (n+2) a2 D2 + \ (n-1) Of1 D22 n-1 'n n-2 2 n+1 n+1 2 n n-1
+ (n+2) D° + (n-1) a1 D° (AA.8)n+1 n+1 n n-1
There is the additional equation for m = 0 and 2 < n < MAX
An = C 2 C l  C 2 + « C 2 + < 1 )2) Bn + C l  €  C 2
+ \ C l  C l  C 2 + <§ “> n  - I C l  C l >  Cn
1 0  D0 .1 1 1  D0 -1
1 n-1 n n-2 ' 2 "n+2 ^n+1 n+2
C M  C l  C l >  C  + I "n 1 Pn C l2 n n 2 n+1 n+1 n 2 - n-2
+ \ (n+2) J  T>1+1 + i (n-1) «°
+ | (n+2) «£ £  + | (n-1) «° * 1  . (A4.9)
Then, lastly, we have the general equation which must be used for
the remaining values of n and m. Specifically for 2 < m < MAX and
m < n < MAX, we have (3.25) (recall the definition v = t^t , m ^ 0),— — m I m I
rH | CNJ 
rH | f\|
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km 3 .m »m ,ma “* — o1*1 o*“ r»® . f r aID \ 2 / _m x2s _,ui , „m  _m  _uin - n+2 Pn+1 Bn+2 + ((Pn) + <Pn+i> > Bn + P„-i Pn V;
1 -m+1v — ot-m+1 2 n+2
om p-m+1
n+1 n+2
,1 -m+1 nm 1 mY (x Cf 8 - — a*-m+l 2 "n n
ftm . r-m+l 
2 ~n+l Pn+1; n
1 m „m _
- *-m+l 2 “n-1 Pn Cn-2
-m+1 1+ v* —m —
m+1 _ma 3 -m-1m-1 2 n+2 rn+l n+2
. ,1 m+1 0m 1 -m 0m x ~-m-1
+ ^-m-1 2 “n Pn - 2 “n+1 W  Cn
1 -m 0m 0-m-1 1 , m+1- y , r a , p C „ - r (n+2) of y . D-m-1 2 n-1 n n-2 2 n -m-1
m+1
n-1
/ \ ~m(n-1) of ,,v' n+1 -m-
ID+1
1 n+1
. 1 , -m+1 -r.ni-1
+ 2 (n+2) “n+1 -m+1 n+1
/ \ m(n-1) a y_n
m-1
-m+1 n-1 m * ±1 (A4.
The results for the variables B, C, and D following the above 







10 _ 1 1 D0 ,_-l .1. ^ ,1 1 o0 1 0 n0., -1 .1.
1 2 3 2 3 ” 3 2 “l ^1 " 2 a2 ^ 2 ^ 1  " 1̂
+ H  e° (B1 + a3X) + al p? I  «2 02)(B 1 + Ai 1}
- 3p° D° 
2 2
(A4.25)
C1 = - a2 p1 (B2 + A“2) + a° p1 B° - a 1 p1 B° - 3pX D1
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2
(A4.26)




n+1 ' n+1 }
. 1 f — % "in+ - (n-1) a y 1 2 n -m-1
CAn.+l . B-n.-l} 
n-1 n-1
1 ✓ ,0 N -m+1 
' 2 (n+2) “n+1
. ^"ID+lv
V l  n+1 + n+1 >
1 ,  , m- ^ (n-1) an v.m+i <Cl+ Cl1)+ (n+2) Cl Cl
- (n-1) 0™ Cm , ; m * ±1 n n-1 (A4.27)
• C 1 = - \ (n+2) C i < C i + C i )  - 1 (“-1) C ( C l  + Bn-l)
- (n+2) a°., B° + (n-1) a1 B° , + (n+2) pv n+1 n+1 n n-1 "l C_1 n+1 n+1
( “ - 1) C  C r 2 < n < MAX (A4.28)
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-eD° = - ^ (n+2) a1 (A~* - B~* ) - \ (n-1) a° (A1 t - B-1,)n 2 n+1 n+1 n+1 2 n n-1 n-1
- \ (n+2) “n+1 (A"Ii + B\-i n+1 n+1 ) - f (n-1) a° (A"1 + B1 )n n-1 n-1
+ (n+2) p® C0A1 - (n-1) p° C° 2 < n < MAX rn+l n+1 rn n-1 — — (A4.29)
‘1 l f ... 2 t a2 ^ _.-2 . . 1 f -1
n = 2 (n+2) Vl ('Vl+ V P  + 2 (n-1} % <'An-l + Bn-P
- (n+2) cf° A0 .. - (n-1) a1 A° , + (n+2) P .  C1..n+1 n+1 n n-1 'n+l n+1
- (n-1) p1 C1n n-1 2 < n < MAX (A4.30)
■£D0 = - aj (A* - B"1) - otj (Aj1 + bJ) + 20° C° (A4.31)
• _ 1 3 2 -2 2 0 0 -1 -1
£°1 = “ f  4  (V  + V  + 3a2 B2 + 3^2 C2 (A4.32)
AO 3 1 rA  ^-1. 3 1 /A-1 bL  OD0 .0
1 2 a2 2 2  ̂ ” 2 °2 2 2  ̂ ^2 2 (A4.33)
"8D1 = I a2 ("A2 + B22) " 3a2 A2 + 3P2 C2 (A4.34)
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Under the initial constraint -n < m < n, n > 0, m i s  allowed to take 
on negative values as well as positive values. From a computational view­
point it then becomes quite natural to divide the n x m original matrix 
into two n x (m/2) matrices where the first column is identical in each.
In this sense, one array would contain those entries for n > 0, m > 0, 
while the other would contain those elements for n > 0, m < 0. This 
approach appears to be the simplest one to follow, giving two matrices 
for each variable A, B, C, and D. For lack of better names these will 
be called AP, AN, BP, BN, etc., implying A positive, A negative, etc.
We conclude with some notes on the flow chart in Figure 1.
The matrices U, V, ETA contain the values of the variables u, v, rj
in equation (1.27) at a discrete set of longitude and latitude lines. In
each experiment, the initial values of U, V and ETA are obtained from
some eigenvector to (1.27) computed by the computer program of P.
Swarztrauber [17]. The conversion to A, B, C, D is carried out by
equation (3.7). The spherical harmonic analyzer is also an algorithm
of Swarztrauber [16]. It produces the time dependent coefficients
Am , Bm , Cm , Dm , - n <  m < n, 0 < n < MAX. These coefficients are stored n n n n — — — —
in AP, BP, CP, DP when m is positive and AN, BN, CN, DN when m is 
negative. The ordinary differential equation solver, RKF, is a 
fourth order accurate Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg [19]. It calls a user 
supplied subroutine whenever it needs to evaluate the righthand side 
of the differential equation. This righthand side is the coded form 
of equations (A4.31) through (A4.34). At anytime, we may synthesize 
and reconvert to U, V, ETA in order to compare with the exact values.
If we wish to continue marching in time, there is no need to analyze
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A, B, C, D again since we may start over with the current values of
Am ^m „m , „m A , B , C and D . n n 7 n n
Unfortunately, to this writing, we have never obtained a working 
code. The main obstacle seems to be the complexity of equations 
(A4.3) through (A4.34).
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Model
NO
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